This paper considers undiscounted Markov Decision Problems. For the general multichain case, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions which guarantee that the maximal total expected reward for a planning horizon of n epochs minus n times the long run average expected reward has a finite limit as n -* oo for each initial state and each final reward vector. In addition, we obtain a characterization of the chain and periodicity structure of the set of one-step and J-step maximal gain policies. Finally, we discuss the asymptotic properties of the undiscounted value-iteration method. 
., N).
For all n = 1, 2, . . . and i E 1, v(n)i may be interpreted as the maximal total expected reward for a planning horizon of n epochs, when starting at state i and given an amount v(O)j is obtained when ending up at stage j. Bellman [2] showed that if every PJ is strictly positive, then v(n)i -ng*, n --oo, the scalar g* being the maximal gain rate and Howard [6] The sufficiency parts of the above mentioned results were treated in Lanery [7] . However, it appears that the proof of proposition 19 in [7] from which the main result is derived, is either incomplete or incorrect (Note 1).
Moreover, our methods use the set of all randomized policies, and involve the analysis of the chain-and periodicity structure of the one-and J-step (randomized) maximal gain policies (J > 1). This enables a full characterization of the asymptotic period.
In ?2, we give some notation and preliminaries. In ?3, we analyze the periodicity structure of the maximal gain policies, while in ?4 the chain-and periodicity-structure of the multi-step maximal gain policies is characterized. In ?5, we obtain inter alia the above mentioned results with respect to the asymptotic periodicity, and the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the limit in (1.3) for all v(0) E . 
Notation and preliminaries. A (stationary) randomized policy f is a tableau
[fik] satisfying fik > 0 and k eK(o)fik = 1, where fik is the probability that the kth alternative is chosen when entering state i.
We let SR denote the set of all randomized policies, and Sp the set of all pure t < d(a)) and fix s E (0,..., d(a) -1 2, 1, 1, 1)  (1, 2, 1, 1, 2) ( 
t < d(a)) and k E K*(i): PJ > O?j E R*a't+l (h) For each h E SRMG, and i E R(h) n R*at (1 < a < n*; 1 < t t< d(a)) P(h)i > O only for j E R*'t+' n R(h). (i) Fix h E SRMG, with Cm(h) C R*a (1 < m < n(h); 1 < a < n*). Cm(h) has dm(h)
/
iE Q r=
In complete analogy to the definitions given in ?2, we define the operator T, the sets Sp, SPMG ,
SM , S S, R* R*, R* , V, the integers n*, d(a), d, and for each~ E SR, the quantities q(,), P/(), H), ( g(), (Q), d(), dm(p), and for each i E 2, the set L(i).
Observe that a "J-step policy" , E SR is specified by NJ "one-step" policies We next fix a E {1,..., n*), t E {1, . . , d(a)) and a state i E R*"'. Observe from theorem 3.1 part (j) that R*a' is a cyclically moving subset of P(f) and use (2.4) and (2.6) in order to show P(f)n > 0=> P(f)j > 0 for all n sufficiently large, and allj E R* t, P(f)n > 0> P(f)n. =0 for all n = 1, 2, . . . andj -R*'t. 2) part (a). Since T is closed, and the states in T communicate with each other for P(f), we conclude that T is a subchain of P(f). This implies using lemma 2.1 part (c) that C C T CR* (for onea, 1 < a<n*) (4.10) which proves R* c R* and hence part (f), the reversed inclusion R* D R* following from part (e) (1).
Next, fix i E C. We then have in view of (4.10) that i E R*t (for some t, 1 < t < d(a)). Use the fact that T C R*0, and theorem 3.1 part (g) in order to show successively that Tri() CR*a '+r for r= ,..., J.
In particular, we obtain that { I P ()ij > 0} = TTJi() C R*a't+J so that j I pk co (4.11) C = { P(). > 0 for some k = 1, 2,.. . } C U R* t+ k= l which together with part (e) (2) proves part (g), using lemma 2.1 part (f).
Finally, a repeated application of (4.11) shows that P()n > 0= P (q).= 0 for all j R*', and all n = 1, 2,... which in view of (2. m = 1, . . ., n(f)), partition the collection of cyclically moving subsets (Ctm'(f) I t  = 1, .. ., dm(f)} (where the numbering of the c.m.s. satisfies (2.4) Consider, for instance, the "2-step" MDP in example 1: 
